Dillon 650 parts diagram

As we all know, the indexing "snap" on a shell plate can make a pretty good mess. Not
exclusively a Dillon issue Anyway, there are a couple bearing upgrade kits out there. Does one
work better than another? Here are two examples:. Level Most are the same. It helps. Sent from
my iPhone using Tapatalk. Do a little digging and you can find the part numbers for bearing and
washer from McMaster etc. FYI, to keep the Ejector wire in place just use one washer. You can
prevent the shell plate from snapping into place also by simply placing an o-ring on one of your
locator pins. This will create drag on the case as it comes into a station and prevent powder
spillage. It works and its really cheap to do. I traded for a that had the roller bearing on it. I did
not realize this so I had already ordered a bushing from Snowshooze, figured I would give it a
try. I dont know that I can tell the difference between the two honestly. I left the bushing in place
because I didnt want to take anything apart again. I kept the roller bearing in my spare parts kit
though. Another option that just about eliminates the "snap" is to put a dab of grease on to the
indexing ball and grease the indents on the bottom of the shell plate. Bearing kits increase
snap, as do the lightweight balls. Those parts are designed to do nothing but lighten your
wallet. Putting grease under your shell plate is doing nothing but asking for problems by
collecting dirt. If you want to decrease snap, tune the detent ball spring. The detent ball is only
there to prevent reverse rotation of the shell plate when the index arm retracts. Any additional
pressure above and beyond that only contributes to shell plate snap. Yeah, we all know they
work. I only use the bearing with one washer on top and it lets me tighten the bolt until the plate
barely turns by hand. No snap at all. I stopped using the bearing and instead went with the oil
impregnated brass washer. It doesn't require any adjustment to the ejection spring. I would
recommend you look on Ebay Seller name is Snowshooze. He makes some aftermarket parts for
the You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your
account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear
editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Which is Better? Dillon Bearing Upgrades? Reply to
this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Tokarev Posted April 24, Posted April 24, Does
one offer a significant advantage over another? Link to post Share on other sites. Sarge Posted
April 24, Chris Posted April 24, Tokarev Posted April 25, Posted April 25, Brassaholic13 Posted
April 26, Posted April 26, MemphisMechanic Posted April 26, Sarge Posted April 26, Do that, and
it does indeed delete the snap. Posted May 11, Tokarev Posted May 17, Posted May 17, Anyone
using these parts? I use some of his parts. Join the conversation You can post now and register
later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up.
Performance reloading equipment. Facebook Pinterest Instagram YouTube. Cart 0. Dillon
Toolkit extension bracket for Ultramount. Ultramount press riser system for the Dillon SL
shotshell. Ultramount for the Dillon square deal B. Ultramount press riser system for the Dillon
Square Deal B. This custom lever is the same height as the factory lever, but features a forward
offset to increase comfort and ergonomics. Roller grip is super s Offers 3. Long reloading
sessions become much more enjoy Very comfortable priming operation, Ergonomic, roller
handle, back friendly and positions you perfectly in front of the press to see into your case
Roller conversion for Dillon Square Deal B. Roller Conversion for Dillon Square Deal. Convert
your Dillon square deal lever from the ball to a super comfortable roller lever. Kit comes with ro
Dual bin and bracket set for Dillon square deal B. Empty case and bullet tray with bracket
system. Made to mount on the rear of the dedicated Inlin The rear bin catches your completed
rounds via the custom aluminum disch Completely adjustable 2 bin tray system puts the bullets
where you need them and provides another bin to keep things organized. Can be set high or
Articulating mount for the factory Dillon bullet dish. Adjust your bullet tray to how you like it.
When you are finished reloading or wanting t Adjustable, swing away empty case bin. Includes
the adjustable pivoting arm assembly, blue bin and hardware. Everything you need to have your
cases Adjustable parts bin Dillon , and CP Mounts to the rear accessory holes of any height
Ultramount. Fully adjustable and swings away when not in use. Includes: Swinging bin linkage
and b LED lighting system for the This Patent pending reloading press LED lighting system
consists of a machined bushing with an embed It is installed into a custom, black anodized bra
Battery pack option. Extra mounting brackets for the Dillon Skylight. To share one LED lighting
system with numerous presses. Powdercoated black. LED lighting kit for the Dillon square deal
B. The Square Deal doesn't have much real estate available to attach a lighting system to that
doesn't get in These little guys help you remove and replace the sometimes tricky to grasp tiny
locator pins. Locator tabs for the Dillon XL Comes in a set Locator pin tabs for Dillon Square
deal press. Locator tabs for the Dillon Square deal press. Locator tabs for the Dillon and Super
Complete LED kit with "Ceiling" option. Standard LED shellplate lighting kit. Bin Barriers.
Extend the capacity of your bins using these laser cut aluminum bin inserts. Fits all
Significantly extend the capacity of your bins using these laser cut aluminum bin inserts.
Available with-or with-out logo. Select from the drop d Primer tube rack, Case feeder mount

style. This primer tube rack keeps your empty or filled tubes in one place and safe from tipping
over. Holds 12 tubes. This one is designed to be mounted A welc Mounting bracket for Factory
Dillon bullet dish. Designed to be used with or with-out an Ultramount riser system if you want
to use the Dillon bullet dish Mounts to the left front foot of the Di InLine Rail wall organizer
system. The InLine rail is a steel wall organizer rail that you can arrange however you see fit.
Comes in 16" or 32" and 48" sections 3" tall. Install it Comes in 16" or 32" sections. Parts tray.
Storage tray for small parts, case gauges, tools, etc. Works with the InLine rail wall organizer
system Here or can be mounted directly to y Inline Fab Paper towel holder. Fits all common size
PT rolls But my favorite for Articulating 8" x 6" parts tray. Articulating parts tray storage tray for
small gun parts, case gauges, tools, loading blocks, etc. Works with the InLine rail wall
organizer sys Drop front InLine Storage box. Same as the Inline storage box, except this version
has a lowered front panel to allow easier loading and unloading. Storage box for your aerosol
InLine Storage box. Storage box for your aerosol cans, tools, etc. Works with the InLine rail wall
organizer system Here or can be mounted directly to your wall, b Extra large InLine storage box.
Same as the Inline storage box, except this version is sized to hold 2 1lb standard bottles of
powder or multiple aerosol cans, tools, etc. Toolhead dock for Dillon Heavy gauge
powdercoated steel storage rack for your Dillon toolhead. Machined Delrin post holds the
toolhead and cut-out in the lower plate h Machined Delrin post holds the toolhead and cut-out in
the lower plate ho Case feeder plate rack. Case feeder plate rack for Dillon and Hornady plates.
Can be screwed to wall or installed on our Inline rail wall organizer system. Compatible with
Inline Ra Underbin bracket for toolhead docks. This is a bin and bracket system that mounts
under your various InLine Fabrication toolhead docks. Red Bin Underbin system. Black Bin
Underbin system. Green bin No Bin option. Search About Us. Sign up here for occasional
newsletters, deals, and sneak peeks at new gear! No spam Email Address. I got my back in
November and the primer indexing arm has always hung up to where I have to use my finger to
push it forward so it drops into the hole in the primer plate. I have read and tried every tip on
fixing the problem, talked to Dillon who sent me another wavy washer to try, cleaned, lubed,
replaced the indexing arm and spring, and even tried switching to small primers to see if it was
the large primer plate that was perhaps warped. Still having the same problem and nothing left
to replace or try. Does anyone here have any ideas on what might be causing this issue or
suggestions on something new to try? A couple of suggestions. That can cause your problem.
This caused the primer indexing arm sometimes not to return to the next slot. I know its not
likely, but the first time I changed mine over I forgot to put the ball back in. Any chance its not in
there? Thanks for the replies. I have replaced the return spring, indexing arm, wavy washer,
cleaned, lubed, adjusted the bolt tightness and everything else I can think of. I was hoping when
I switched it over to the small primer disk the problem would go away but now it sticks every
single time. One thing I just read while searching forums was to try polishing the bottom of the
indexing arm that rides on the primer plate. I guess I will try it and see what happens. If that
doesn't do it, I am going to try and convince Dillon to send me a new priming system and see if
that solves it. I don't think there is much else I can do. I had troubles with my not indexing
properly occasionally primer plate would advance, and then get pulled backwards to where it
started, by the indexing arm until I filed and stoned the sharp edges, and rough bottom, of the
indexing arm. The indexing arm appears to be a stamped piece of sheet metal. I have flipped the
primer disk as well as checked it for flatness and rough spots. I am going to try and polish the
indexing arm next and see what happens. As soon as I have time I will post the results. Thanks
again for all the suggestions. Mystery solved! I ordered a second priming system from Dillon so
I could see if it functioned correctly and if there were any differences. Nice thing is I ordered on
Monday and got it today! The first thing I noticed was how much stiffer the return spring for the
indexing arm was so I took both of them out and they were different. My press came with the
wrong spring on the indexing arm from the factory. When they told me to swap it out with the
spare in my parts kit, I used the one that was the exact same length. It turns out the right spring
is a bit longer but since there are no lengths mentioned in the parts diagram, I just went by what
came with the press. Found the correct spring in the bag and I now have two fully functional
priming systems. I guess it will make switching back and forth between small and large a lot
faster! First time loading with the right spring in the priming system. Sure makes things a lot
faster and I no longer have to think about manually advancing the primer index arm each time
which is really nice. Good to hear you got it worked out. I had issues with mine when I first got
mine bought it used Dillon sent me a new spring and new arm which solved my issue. If they
would have sent me a new spring instead of having me switch it out with one from the spare
parts bag, the problem would have been solved long ago. Since there is no way to identify the
individual springs in the spare parts kit but to match them up with the one you are replacing, I
reinstalled an incorrect spring. At least when you get the individual parts from Dillon, they are

labeled. They have sent me a new indexing spring and sure enough, it says so right on the bag.
Not sure what the smaller spring that was in my priming system goes to but I suppose I will find
out one of these days. Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted July 21, Thanks, Ron. Link
to post Share on other sites. Coleman Posted July 22, Posted July 22, Post some pics. Posted
July 24, Oh, and yes, the detent ball is in there! Ltemp Posted July 25, Posted July 25, Try
flipping the primer disk over. Posted August 1, Posted August 4, ScottyPotty Posted August 5,
Posted August 5, Archived This topic is now archived and is closed to further replies. Go to
topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. I was sizing and cutting. Seems light. Can anyone tell what
happened and where the spring belongs? I may be able to bend another "loop" on the broken
end and put it back. If your manual is handy look for an exploded parts diagram near the back. It
will give you a good idea where the spring fits. Do you know if this is easy to re-install on or do I
have to disassemble the Platform Assembly at all? For now, bend a new loop out, use a
straightened paper clip as a handle to help you reattach the spring. Attach it to the front post on
the link arm first, run the spring against the shaft behind the primer seating assembly, and
around the back to the metal post. At your convenience, contact us for a replacement spring.
Now how's that for support? Way cool I just went thru replacing that spring without any help
from "Dillon"-you're lucky. Even knowing how to do it, it's still not easy. Dillon instructions for
the realignment recommend using a 6" piece of string. I had my spring break off a few weeks
ago and this is exactly what I did except I just managed to get it re-installed with no tools. It was
a PIA, whish I had asked. Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted February 17, Hello all, I
was sizing and cutting. Advice is appreciated. Link to post Share on other sites. OK, from
looking at that diagram it look like it is part the indexer return spring. Thanks Dillon! Intel6
Posted February 17, That makes three of us in the past week.. Same broken spring with k
rounds. I had one of them in the parts kit and found it simpler to hook it on to the the peg on the
turret advance cam first and then pulled it around to the rear from the left side of the press and
popped it on the peg on the bottom of the platform with a hooked paper clip. A bit of a mystery
at first, but really not very difficult. If this is the only thing that breaks in K rounds, how can you
be unhappy! A call to Dillon got me a couple of new springs in three days!! As usual, great
service. Bob F. Archived This topic is now archived and is closed to further replies. Go to topic
listing. Sign In Sign Up. The bottom line: The Lee Precision Loadmaster is a good, value
oriented progressive press with lots of features. My very 1st press that I owned was a Lee
Precision Loadmaster. It is still on my bench and I use still to this day. I bought it because it is
affordable and on paper looked to have all the features of a Dillon for a fraction of the cost.
While it does have a case feeder, on press priming, auto-indexing, quick change 5 station
turrets, etc. Any quick Google search will tell you it has a few shortcomings as I soon
discovered. So if you find your self the new owner of a Loadmaster progressive press, consider
these upgrades to make your life easier. It will save you an unbelievable amount of time when
filling up the tubes. Some reviews say that to feed 9mm cases correctly requires some
modifications. They may be old reviews and Lee has fixed the design flaw or?? Designed for the
Lee Precision Auto Disk Pro powder measure, it replaces the stupid disks that have pre-sized
holes cut in them. The magic of this is if you need to adjust your powder drop by a 0. This will
make changing calibers far easier, and again save you an exorbitant amount of time as you dial
in your recipes. To be blunt, it just sucks. Do yourself a favor and buy something to prime the
cases off press. I use the RCBS hand held one, but there are many out there. You will pay
yourself back within the 1st year with all the primers you will end up NOT wasting. Older case
feeders had a separate short and tall slider that required you to pull the case feeder assembly
apart to swap out. This new improved version only requires you add or remove a stack on
spacer depending on the case height. The guide arms are also a better design, doing a better
job of corralling the case as it drops and gets moved into the shell plate. There you have it. If
you have a Loadmaster progressive press from Lee Precision you will thank your self, and
hopefully me, for considering these upgrades. They will all save you time, headache, and
increase your overall rounds-per-hour output from your setup. Your email address will not be
published. Skip to content The bottom line: The Lee Precision Loadmaster is a good, value
oriented progressive press with lots of features. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address
will not be published. Bulletfeeder and many other reloading accessories we offer. Our
assortment includes shooting glasses and ear defenders , as well as custom range bags ,
clothing and other textile products. Prices in EUR. Welcome, Please login Returning customer.
E-Mail Address:. Password forgotten? Click here. Sign in with Google Sign in with Facebook.
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ucts. Mark 7 Primer Xpress. More Info. In stock. Select Options. View all new products. Hot
Deals. Walker's Silencer Bluetooth Rechargeable Plugs. CED Brass Chute. Currently out of
Stock. Notify me when in stock. View all specials. Featured products. Alpha-X Holster. Alpha-Xi
Pouch with Color Inlays. Alpha-XiP Pouch. View all featured products. Refer a friend. Gift
certificate. Monthly Raffle. Rig builder Build your perfect shooting Rig. Include the holster, belt,
pouches and accessories of your choice, to build the ideal rig for you. Shotmaxx 2 A shot timer
unlike any you've ever seen. Alpha-X Holster improved performance, simplicity and striking new
looks. Mr Bulletfeeder You wonder how you ever reloaded without one Best Sellers. Bulletfeeder
by Double-Alpha - Pistol and Rifle. Dillon Super CED Shot Timer. Double-Alpha Academy. About
Us Privacy Policy Reviews. What's New? Contact Us. Company Registration Number: KvK Be
up to date. Subscribe for news, offers, hot deals. Keep in touch.

